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Sexual Orientation



Transgender: an umbrella term for people
whose gender identity and/or expression is
different from cultural expectations based on
the sex they were assigned at birth.


Gender Terms

Not all transgender people share the exact
same gender identity.



TRANSGENDERED not a word.



Nonbinary: a person who identifies as neither
male nor female and sees themselves outside
the gender binary.





Also an umbrella term for other identities.



Not all nonbinary people share the exact
same gender identity.

CISGENDER Someone whose gender identity
matches the sex they were assigned at birth.

 The

support of a caring and accepting
adult has a protective effect against
adverse health outcomes for LGBTQIA+
youth;
 Access

to spaces that affirm their sexual
orientation and gender identity;
 Environments

Protective
Factors

and materials that provide
accurate, inclusive and respectful
representations of LGBTQ+ people;
 Support

in changing name and/or
gender marker on legal documents,
such as driver’s licenses and birth
certificates

 Freedom

from discrimination including
policies that acknowledge and respect
LGBTQ+ stated gender identities and
protect the expression of LGBTQ+ identities.

What’s in a
pronoun?



Transgender and nonbinary youth who reported
having pronouns respected by all of the people
they lived with attempted suicide at half the
rate of those who did not have their pronouns
respected by anyone with whom they lived.



Using someone’s correct personal pronouns is a
way to respect them and create an inclusive
environment, just as using a person’s name can
be a way to respect them.

Misgendering



People often make assumptions about the
gender of another person based on the person’s
appearance or name.



We cannot know and should never assume we
know someone’s gender just from knowing
their name, seeing their face or body, or hearing
their voice.



MISGENDERING refers to the experience of
being labeled by others as a gender other than
the one they are.



This reinforces a potentially harmful message -that people have to look a certain way to
demonstrate the gender that they are or are
not.



By sharing our own pronouns, asking
and using the pronouns people ask us
to use, we are respecting everyone’s
identity.



Some people may use different
pronouns in different settings,
perhaps driven by their perceived
level of safety in the space.

 *Don’t

make assumptions about the
pronouns a person uses.
 Do

ask others for their name and
pronouns *when safe to do so.
 Do

use the correct pronouns each time
you refer to them *when safe to do so.

Dos and Don’ts

 *Don’t

reveal someone’s sexual
orientation, gender identity and affirmed
pronouns in front of others without their
permission.
 If

you make a mistake (which happens),
acknowledge the misstep, give a brief and
sincere apology, and then move on to use
the correct pronouns.

Educating Parents

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Normalize their distress and grief.
Parents often have misconceptions about gender and sexual
orientation. You can educate them.
Encourage parents to tell their child that they are loved!
Coming out is very scary, acceptance is the key!
If a parent (or you) doesn’t know what to say, just offer support
“no matter what!”
It’s not just a “phase.”
There is no cure; nothing is broken.
Connect the family with resources.

It is essential to explore all the options of involving
the family.
Do you want to involve your family?
Knowing your family, how do you think they
may respond?
IS IT SAFE FOR YOU TO BRING YOUR FAMILY IN?

Safety First

Allow for self-determination – remember, the
youth is the expert of their own experience.
Flexibility is an integral component of the process.
Allow for fluidity and exploration of sexual/gender
identities including


Changing PGP’s



Changing names



Changing orientations or having no orientation

Family

The adjustment to coming out impacts not just the individual coming out, but the entire family system, as well
as the individual family members.
Family members may need to access support individually
Accepting families can still experience challenges with a youth coming out
If a youth’s family of origin is rejecting, other support can exist in lieu of traditional family support.
Chosen family, community mentors, and role models matter as much as traditional family, if not more, in cases
of rejection.

First Contact

The first point of contact is the biopsychosocial information gleaned from intake and
referrals.
You might be working with the youth first, before meeting the parents/family.
Focus on how the youth identifies themselves and their chosen pronoun.
It is IMPERATIVE to think about the youth’s safety with regards to housing situation, issues of
abuse/neglect in the house, safety to be “out” at home, is it safe to work with parents, etc.

Collaborative
Process



Remember, always, that the youth is the
expert of their own experience



Allow for fluidity and exploration of
sexual/gender identities including


Changing PGP’s



Changing names



Changing orientations or having no
orientation



Barriers

Barriers to Family Involvement


Cultural/Family-based stigma



Mental health



Cognitive issues



Religious/spiritual/cultural values in
conflict with LGBTQ identities
(ie.machismo/patriarchy)



Stigma of getting mental health
support outside of the family



What might be other barriers?

Help youth and
families identify
that you are safe
and affirming:



Embrace a radically positive view of LGBTQ+
identities and relationships.



Showcase rainbow imagery –pins, lanyard,
stickers, badges, signs on office door.



Add pronouns to email signature, badge or
business cards.



Update procedures and forms for inclusive
gender and family structure language.



Go beyond anti-bullying; No tolerance
for homophobic or transphobic comments.



Address the negative influences that
homophobia, transphobia, and heterosexism
have on the lives of LGBTQ+ people.



Provide Agency-wide training.

